PRESIDENT MUHAMMAD BUHARI AND 21ST CENTURY
LEADERSHIP QUALITIES
Presidential Aids versus Buhari
Aaron played a major role in the Jews’ escape from Egypt and their wanderings
in the desert for 40 years……Aaron acted as Moses’ spokesman to Pharaoh in
Egypt because Moses complained to God that he could not do it himself being
slow of speech. (Ex. 4.13)……..
As Nigerians and millions of friends, black and white - await anxiously
for the emergence of new era of governance after many wasted years of
Nigerian experiments in military and democratic rule, there may be too many
reminders, notifications, warnings, directives to the in-coming administration.
But only few of these may really matter, since in our case the APC government
of Buhari/Osinbajo has already made of their mind on the way to lead Nigeria
forward.
For many patriotic Nigerians anyway, it is important to remind Buhari,
the president-elect to make full use of his vice, Professor Yemi Osinbajo, SAN,
if you like, just the American proven style - JOE BIDEN and JOHN KERRY.
Since Buhari (like Obama) has a lot of good stuff in his head but (unfortunately
like Moses of the Israelite of old) is not eloquent in speech (who cares if he
refuses to admit it), must use his brother and vice Aaron Yemi Osinbajo!
The Nigerian political experience in democratic principles can never be
admired particularly in the area of President/Vice President relationships -.
Obasanjo/Atiku, a disaster! Yar’adua/Jonathan, miserable show! Goodluck
Jonathan/Sambo, nothing to write home about! The Vice President does not stay
idle, wait until the office of the presidency is vacant or the president is
incapacitated! No! He must be active as the president all the time!
But watch an exception! Buhari/Idiagbo regime! Nigerians trust Buhari.
Buhari may have to sit silently and plan and execute (with law-makers or nolaw-makers – these are not useful but have contributed much to Nigeria’s
woes!), while his vice makes all the travels and most of major statements and
interviews .
Behold another LITMUS TEST for successful Buhari/APC government.
May patriotic Nigerians help and make this message reach the right quarter. 29 th
May 2015 (Re - 1999), is another beginning!
Nigerian youths abuse elders
ONLY IN NIGERIA do the youths, the acclaimed future leaders take great
interest in cursing, ridiculing, cajoling and making mockery of their parents and

elders in public and anywhere! Too bad and stinking! Buhari does not need the
modern sophisticated technologies of today to effectively lead Nigeria. Like
most political leaders, top business executives and even professors all over
world , their aids, wives and even little kids supply the needed technical
knowledge. Look at millions of technically uneducated parents whom their kids
help to operate their phones, send and read simply text messages, turn on and
search TV channels , teach what FACEBOOK or what twitter is all about.
Buhari is not an imbecile and like most adults, black and white need everyday
assistance of smart aids, speech writers and first class good advisers and
secretaries. He, like many political leaders may not accept every interview
unprepared and before publication such interviews must be previewed and
perhaps re-edited. Nigerian youths please as you swim in the euphoria of
"Freedom of the press" kindly stop and reflect.
Leadership and modern technology
All said and done, President Muhammad Buhari is not a man of the modern
computer age. Out of old age or academic upbringing, Buhari needs great
assistance to lead Nigeria, represent Nigeria in the comity of nations.
Today it is manifestation of ignorance of basic knowledge of facts and
terms: APC, INEC, WEST GERMANY, UNO, OAU, NUMBER OF STATES
IN NIGERIA, YEMI OR JUMI etc.
To avoid any further deterioration or total breakdown in correct and
acceptable protocols in public speech and modern governance, we insist that
Buhari needs desperately many competent aids, who should sit up and direct
and assist the president.

